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Our countdown to Red Dwarf VI comes to its effective conclusion this issue as we run a

definitive preview, fully illustrated with a very special selection of photographs from the

upcoming shows. The series is due to hit our screens in the first week of October, so the long

wait for Red Dwarf VI is almost over - and from what we've seen of the episodes here at the

Smegazine, the wait should be well worth it'

Of course, if you can't bear to wait a whole month for your next Red Dwarf fix, then

you've come to the right place. We've even got something that series 6 hasn't got - Hattie

Hayridgel She talks to the Smegazine this month, as do Lee Cornes (Paranoia) and Howard
Burden (Red Dwarfs Costume Designer since series 3). Naturally, there's all the latest news
from the Dwarf, too, as well as a special feature bringing you up to date on Danny John-Jules's

new Red Dwarf single.

The big comic strip event this issue is the unfashionable conclusion to our current

Duane Dibbley storyline, but rest assured, he'll be back - on screen as well as on the comic

page! We also have a one-off strip called 'Dead Man's Bluff' in which Rimmer meets his match

(well, it wouldn't take much, would it?) I hope all this is enough to keep you going until

October!

Mike Butcher

YEAR OF THE CAT?
After weeks of slaving over a hot microphone, Danny John-Jules has at last

finished recording Tongue Tied and he's pleased with what he can hear. Read
all about the new Red Dwarf single on page 19 of this month's Smegazine!
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SONGS FROM THE DWARF
Danny John-Jules has been snapped
up by the big record company EMI
for the release of Tongue Tied.

Danny's record will be a re-recorded
version of the Red Dwarf classic

song from the second series, with
(hopefully) a Duane Dibbley rap

written by Rob Grant and Doug
Naylor It will also be backed by a

'rockier" version of the Red Dwarf
theme. The video for the single

looks set to be a Red Dwarf affair,

with Chris Barrie (Rimmer) and
Robert Llewellyn (Kryten) agreeing
to take part. Danny plans to re-

create the roles of Cat and Duane
Dibbiey for the video and was last

heard of trying to track down Craig
Charles (Lister) to ask if he would be
free to join in as well. The release

date for Tongue Tied is planned for

October 1 1th - look out for a mass
of publicity heading your way,
including personal and TV
appearances by Danny himself, as

well as a very special competition in

next month's Smegazine.

oeo success
«0 Dour* jumped to the top of the
*• »«eo charts in its first week,
MoHd fans scrambled to get
« 3* ^"* -ong-awaited first series.

* *« dree episodes under the
*eefc* uue of The End sold faster

* •»mmta of light.

>«en«r the discussed freebie

raw^i Mtoohnrorths with thewt o* ihe second volume of first

s failed to materialise.

There just wasn't time to organise
something without resorting to a

rushed and cheap giveaway, but the
idea was considered a good one and
is being put on the back burner for

a future video release.

You also may have noticed the
second Red Dwarf I video came out
under the title Confidence and
Paranoia instead of Waiting for

God. This was a late change
because it was feared some smeg
heads might confuse the space
series with a certain other BBC

As for Red Dwarf V, following in the
video release tradition, this is likely

to be delayed.

This series was originally planned to

come out in November.

RED DWARF VI

The new series of Red Dwarf is on
schedule to start on BBC2 in the first

week of October. However, don't

underline the date on your calendar

just yet because the powers that be
are still at liberty to change their

minds. News From the Dwarf will

bring you more accurate dates and
times next month once the BBC
have made firm announcements on
their Autumn schedules.

Meanwhile, to fuel your appetite,

check out the exclusive Red Dwarf
VI preview elsewhere in this issue.

THE NEW RED DWARF NOVEL
Grant Naylor were last heard of

locked in a flat in London with
instructions not to come out until

they had finished the latest Red
Dwarf novel. However, in a brief

respite from scribbling away, Doug
Naylor did manage to reveal that
the book due out on October 7th

will be loosely based around Red
Dwarf VI, in a similar way that

Better Than Life was based around
Red Dwarf's second series (with bits

of other series thrown in!) In the
meantime, as publishers Penguin
await the manuscript, the new book
is going under the exciting working
title of Red Dwarf Three.

THE MAKING OF RED DWARF VI

DELAYED?
The behind-the-scenes look at the
new series of Red Dwarf looks like

it's going to be delayed. The book
written by The Smegazine's Joe

Nazzaro and illustrated with
behind-the-scenes photographs, was
originally due out this Autumn, but
it now seems likely to be delayed
until next spring. Publishers

Penguin say the complicated

business of laying out prose and

photos is taking

longer than they
expected. A final

release date is yet to

be decided.

RED DWARF FOR
SALE (AGAIN)
A whole host of Red
Dwarf costumes and
props are coming up
for sale at London
auctioneers, Bonhams,
for a second year

running. Among the
goodies are Lister's

and Cat's plaster casts from
Thanks for the Memory, a pair of

'android feet' (I think this means
the walking boots from Justice),

one of Rimmer's green suits. Cat's

golfing costume, Kryten's hands...

the list goes on to detail about
thirty items. Bonham's
entertainment sale is being held

on September 2nd. Some viewing
sessions are likely to be arranged
beforehand.

SIGNINGS
With loads of Red Dwarf goodies
due out in October at the same
time that the new series is on the
telly, organisers are trying to get

its 1 28 pages are the hundred
best-ever put-down lines and 75
black and white photos and
cartoons. The book will be in

paperback and will cost £6.99

from publishers Boxtree.

KRYTEN'S BOOK
Robert Llewellyn's book, The Man
in the Rubber Mask, about life as
a mechanoid in Red Dwarf is not
scheduled to come out from
publishers Penguin (them againl)

until April next year. However,
the publicity department at

Penguin say their lists are being
shifted around at the moment, so
there's a possibility it could be
moved forward. Watch this

BADGES
A series of enamel Red Dwarf
badges are being produced.

These are said to be good quality

badges, as opposed to the cheapo
tinones that go rusty when you
accidently put them in the wash.
It's part of an attempt to get
more Red Dwarf stuff on the
shelves under the £6 mark. The
badges should be available later
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together a mass signing to be
held in London in October or

November. Once again, watch
this space.

Craig Charles is also likely to be
around the country making public

appearances to promote his book
The Craig Charles Almanac of
Total Knowledge. These events
can sometimes be scheduled at

very short notice (tike Craig's

recent signing of Red Dwarf
videos in London, which we were
told about the day before!), so
watch out for local

announcements. News From the
Dwarf hope to have more details

next month.

LISTER'S BOOK
The Craig Charles Almanac of
Total Knowledge is due out next
month (October). Written by
Craig's own deft hand with the
help of comedy writer. Russell

Bell, it details embarrassing
Stories, urban myths and the
mysteries of the universe with the
aid of Craig's typical "streetwise

humour" (it sez 'ere). Also within

THE BBC DIDN'T LOVETT
Norman Lovett's own TV show, /

Love'.r, which appeared on BBC2
earlier this year, won't be getting

a second series. But you can still

catch the face of Holly for the first

two years of Red Dwarf's history

at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival at

The Music Box until September
4th. Norman then plans to take
his stand-up comedy show on
tour, taking in university and
college venues throughout the
country.

BRIEFLY...

After appearing in her one-
woman show, Out of Her Box, at
the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in

August, Hattie Hayridge also plans

to take her show on tour... An
extract of the Red Dwarf Talking

Book will appear on a free

cassette with October's Select

magazine along with other
comedy extracts, ,, The recent
auction of Red Dwarf goodies at

the Dimension Jump '93 auction

raised around £500 for Amnesty
International.
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used to get there on time every time. I'd

meet Craig at Vauxhall tube station near
the phone box, and screech to a halt in

my 23-year-old car... He'd get in and
snore all the way to Shepperton. He'd
wake up and go 'where are we?' [I'd gol
'oh, we're not there yet' and he'd go
'urghhh' and go back to sleep. He was

L They thought of doing

an episode where Elvis

was lost in space.

About half a typical show is filmed live

in front of a studio audience at

Shepperton studios. For Hattie, a stand-

me, it's a vital part of the

usually awake when I gave him a li'

back... I don't think anything dra;

. happened when we were going
back. The brakes went when

"*

iomeone a lift the other dayJ^Jthmk
taig escaped anything dn



m Marilyn Monroe was
brilliant, she was really

good, and also she

wasn't mad, like some
of the others.

Because Holly is stuck on a television

screen, yet in more recent episodes the

action has tended to take place away
from the ship, Hattie has sometimes had

to fight for her character: "I suppose I did

feel I wasn't over-used, so I'd chip in with

little bits of 'why don't I do this?' The
swoon in Ace - Dimension Jump - that was
mine. They hadn't written me in as

meeting Ace at all, and I said 'why don't I

meet him?' And they said 'you know, the

time to get the effects in and stuff like

that, it doesn't add anything to the script

that I meet him'. And I said, logically I

should at least meet htm at some point or

other, so I said 'why I don't I just meet
htm and faint, at least it explains why I'm

not in the rest of It.'" That was the only

time Hattie has ever stood up while

playing Holly. When she fainted and
disappeared out of the bottom of the

screen, she really was falling over!

Dimension Jump was also the only

episode in which Hattie got to prove she

had legs. She was Mellie, the sensuous

secretary in Ace's parallel universe, who
offered to cover herself in maple syrup

for him. Not only did she have to act the

part, she had to look the part as well.

"It was meant to be a Betty Grable

type of thing," reveals Hattie. "The only

thing with that costume is... it was one of

these tunics that went down to between
your thighs and your knees and it had a

very Strong zip all the way up, which is

great for standing up. but if you sat down
it looked like you were wearing an

anorak and it all bunched up and looked

horrible. I think it would have been
better if it wasn't quite like that.

"At the end when we did it, I said

'what a guy' like everybody else did, but I

must have said it wrong because it wasn't

in the actual recording. So it didn't

follow because everyone else says 'what a

guy, what a guy' and then I don't. I'm

sure I said 'what a guy', I didn't say 'what
a tub of lard' or anything,"

Hattie enjoyed making Red Dwarf so

much, she would go to location filming,

even when she wasn't involved. "I was a

bit of a sadist," she admits. The location

she enjoyed visiting most was during the

filming of Meltdown.
"That was the funniest one for filming.

It was just tears streaming down your face

laughing, especially running down that

field with all the explosions going off,

because some of them seemed really

close. They'd be running past and there

was all these explosion things coming out

of the ground and they were getting

covered in mud. It was realty funny."

The location was like something from a

Hollywood film, littered with lookalikes

of the famous and infamous, but it was
the pacifist, Gandhi, who caused the film

crew the most problems.

"Gandhi had to do these press ups in a

freezing cold field in November and the

first Ghandhi that

they brought
couldn't actually get

out of the car, They
were going 'oh my
God, he's having

trouble getting out
of the car!' He was
like in his eighties.

They were saying

'oh no, he's got to

do press-ups, he's going to die!' I think

they sort of said, 'thanks very much for

coming, but I think it'll be too physical for

you'. So he was whisked off and they had

to get another Ghandhi who was only

marginally younger, as you probably

remember. And everyone was going 'oh

my God' - exactly the same thing with

him. But he reckoned he could do it, he'd

be all right."

Most of the other lookalikes, though,

were able to handle their roles a little

easier, even if they were, like Marilyn

Monroe, wearing a skimpy dress in

freezing temperatures. "Marilyn Monroe
was brilliant, she was really good, and
also she wasn't mad, like some of the

others," says Hattie "Some of them you
felt really believed that they were that

person... Queen Victoria was quite

convinced, I think, that she was Queen
Victoria... I mean Queen Victoria

wouldn't speak to the make-up lady,

she'd speak to Prince Albert and he'd

speak to the make-up lady. She'd be
standing next to her, and she had to keep
a royal thing about herself."

Also a great favourite from that

episode was Elvis Presley impersonator,

Clayton Mark. "He was great, I think he

made his living out of being an Elvis

impersonator. He was really good. He
was so good, they thought of doing an

episode where Elvis was lost in space and

they found Elvis and put him on the

spaceship. That was a real possibility for a

while. He's really good."

m



In Red Dwarf V, Hattie Hayridge
returned to play Holly under a new
director, Juliet May, who replaced Ed Bye
when he left after directing Red Dwarf

first four years.

"I hardly got directed in a sense, not
the same as the others," says Hattie. "The
main difference with the others was that

with Ed, he would make like squares in
;ront of their faces |with his fingers, like a

miniature TV screen], so they knew when
:ney would be on camera. Whereas Juliet

didn't do that and assumed people would
act whether they're on camera or
whether they're not. which is true really.

I guess that's what you're meant to do.

They did want to know from the point of

raising en eyebrow or something, there's

no point in doing it if you're not going to

be shown on camera, especially at a pre-

record where there's no audience. You
could be standing there making all the

faces in the world and it won't really

make a lot of difference. I think they
found that difficult because they were
used to Ed doing this brilliant thing of

doing a square in front of their face, so

they knew when they were on camera.
"The only way it effected me was in

Demons and Angels. I think Juliet never

quite understood the technical thing of
how they filmed me. I wasn't filmed on
my own ever in that episode, which is a

shame because that's the only episode
where I ever looked any different. She
jjst filmed the set and I was just filmed in

the background. There wasn't the

The first Gandhi
that they brought

couldn't actually get

out of the car.

t. Especially when you've spent

lours having this wig put on and
-ike a postage stamp in the back of

een." ^^k
"Dwarf V also saw the series change
on and become more action-

rted Hattie feels this left less room
Ity to be involved. "When you see

>esn't seem too bad, but when
;nere six days it feels like you're

rt at all, It looks more when it's cut

*haffanhour. Six days being

md you had one line that day, you
God I'm not even in it'."

•* of her lines were also cut when it

episodes. "They have
: -• so much anyway, it's all so jam-
i tacti episode could be an hour

-- really. And Holly's bits, if

iting on something,
4t;ta Dart of the plot, usually."

- 'l a particular problem
d show overran by

It was the only time

*t Hoihf scene was cut out, where 1
" low J tne mind patch and tries to

p "That was the one
^s running in from the

Holoship and we have this whole thing of

going 'Where's Lister?' [Holly replies:]

'Hello Holly, how are you, hello Arnie,

how are you?' and he's just going

'Where's Lister?', just screaming 'Where's

Lister?' and [Holly's] going what a rude
pig he is and why can't he be nice. He
was in this hurry and I was being really

annoying to him. It was quite funny, but
it wasn't an important part of the plot at

all. It's an obvious scene to go because
if s just a character thing of Rimmer being

a git, and because everyone knows he is,

they didn't need an extra character thing

in there "

After Red Dwarf V was shown, a lot of

fans said they wanted to see more of
Holly in the programme and more
episodes set on the ship. "And they [the

writers] kind of agreed to that," Hattie

shrugs. "In interviews, that was the
impression I got, unless I was being
optimistic. The impression I got was
when they said yes, we'll sort that out for

the next series', I was looking at it

optimistically, 1 was thinking 'oh great,

they're going to sort that out for the next
series'. But sort me out meant me not
being in it at all."

Hattie was obviously disappointed not
to be asked back for Red Dwarf VI, but Is

now concentrating on her stand-up career

and is working on a one-woman show
that should be touring the country
towards the end of the year.

IN AN UPCOMING ISSUE. HATTIE TALKS
TO JANE KILUCK ABOUT FINDING OUT
SHE WASN'T GOING TO BE IN SERIES VI

AND LIFE AFTER RED DWARF.
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QUANTUM
LEAP-
CARNY
KNOWLEDGE
by Ashley
McConnell
(Boxtree

£3.99)

I didn't know
guile what to

expect when I

approached

a Iwa ys found
the Quantum
leap series to be a hit and miss affair,

with many of iU plotlmes seeming

insufficient to hold together a fifty

minute episode I wondered, then, how
the format would lend itself to the

more substantial medium of a full 294

page novel.

In actual fact, (amy Knowledge rises

to the challenge very well. The plot

does seem to move a littte slowly at the

beginning, but on the whole the book

it a very entertaining read. It also stays

close to the spirit of the TV series and it

Is very easy to imagine this story as it

would appear on screen. One thing the

book actually does better is that it gives

us a few glimpses of the Quantum Leap
project itself, something which the TV
version doesn't give nearly enough

The plot is Quite straightforward,

but effective nonetheless. Time-

travelling Sam Beckett leaps into the

body of a 1950s carnival worker; his

mission to prevent the opening of the

'Killer Oilier' rollercoaster. True to Its

name, the 'Killer' will cause the deaths

of seven people when they are on its

considered mad and the carnival owner
determined to press on with the

attraction that might save her from

bankruptcy, the Leap proves not be as

easy as it first appears.

Don't worry if that makes no sense

toyouatalll Even if you've never seen

Quantum Leap before, Ashley

l premise

'

Fortunately, The Mary Whitehouse
Experience Encyclopedia is a very happy
enception to this general rule.

Written entirely by the regular le

who write and perform the excellent

BBC2 sketch show {the frontispiece also

credits a few other people, including

Evel Knievel and Henry Kelly, although I

suspect they didn't contribute too

much), the encyclopedia takes the form

Of... well, an encyclopedia really This

deceptively simple format gives Messrs

Baddiel. Dennis. Newman and Punt

almost a free hand to write whatever
they feel like, so long as it's remotely

The best (and perhaps 01 '
'

way to read tl s hy 0|

jadv k, if ,t)U'

.
you'll probably find out

things you didn't know. There

however, perhaps a few too m;

oblique references to past episodi

bit confusing to all but the most a rd

of Quantum Leap fans (Leaples?)

All in all, Carny Knowledge is a Hi

good read. Certainly, I'm impressed

enough to try out the Other

Comfort, by the same author

synopsis tor this novel sounds

more promising and. if the standard of

THE MARY WHITEHOUSE
EXPERIENCE ENCYCLOPEDIA
by Newman, Saddiel,

Punt and Dennis
(Fourth Estate £5.99)

Let's see now... a book
popular TV comedy sen

experience might suggest that

going to be at all funny, right?

Scooby to Puddlngi That Sound Rude to

Fractal Geometry to Wogan, Terry,

Some of the relevant comments are

satirical, some of them are just surreal;

most of them are extremely funny. Oh,

If you're easily offended, perhaps you
shouldn't bother.

Unusually for this sort of book, it's

all new stuff . I suspect that the liberal

formal allows the Mary Whitehouse
team to utilise all those little bits and
pieces which didn't quite gel into

complete comedy monologues on the

TV show. There are one or two
observations which have already been
made on screen - the sexual orientation

of a certain M Khan Is touched upon
here |see Bent, M Khan is) - but these

have generally been updated anyway.

the piece of graffiti in question has now
been removed and offers "a large sum
of money" to anyone prepared to "go
to that bridge, under cover of darkness,

and paint on it the words 'M KHAN IS

5T1UBENT'."
At the startlingly low price of £5.99,

The Mary Whitehoue Experience

Encyclopedia is definitely great value

for money, in fact, if you can still find

it around, the more durable hardback

version (also published by Fourth Estate)

is also terrific value at £8.99 and has the

Added advantage that it looks and feels

that bit more like a real encyclopedia!

Furthermore, this book is an absolute

must for all Red Dwarf completists -

neither Holly nor Queer) receive an

entry and therefore are both listed in

the 'index of Things Not Included in this

Encyclopedia'.
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year

of the
The song Tongue Tied, composed by

Howard Goodatl with lyrics by Rob
Grant and Doug Nsylor, made its

debut in the series two episode, Parallel

Universe, as part of one of the Cat's rare

sexually understated dreams. Since

then, fans of the series have consistently

requested its release on disc.

Back in issue 3, the Smega2ine
outlined Danny John-Jules's musical

ambitions. Now, with his Tongue Tied

single safely recorded and ready for

release in about a month's time, we talk

to Danny about the events which may
well turn 1993 into 'the Year of the Cat'!

"I got this request from Australia,"

the singer reveals. "They wanted me to

do a version of Tongue Tied... and they .

wanted to release it. But, for whatever
reason, I don't think Noel Gay were
prepared to give permission to let them
do that. Maybe because Rob (Grant]

and Doug [Naylor] weren't actually out

there to oversee it • as you know, they

like to oversee every single punctuation

mark that's even remotely connected to

Red Dwarf!"
This Australian request, along with

five years' worth of fan letters

remanding Tongue Tied on record,

ispired Danny to put mouth to

microphone. . "That was the final straw
to say It's time to release Tongue Tied,

"

he declares. "I just decided to take a

risk, because no one else was willing to

take it. Or maybe they hadn't thought
about it - sometimes the best of

marketing men can have something
sitting in front of them and they never

know. So I decided to do it myself."

Once Danny had made this decision, he
nil had to overcome the first obstacle -

the one that had scuppered the Australian

deal and obtain the green light from
Noel Gay. The Noel Gay Organisation is a

leatre and general

ent 'umbrella' company and
because of its association with Grant

riuctions, the fights for any Red
-:od product are handled by

Noel Gay director, Charles Armitage.
ist as selective as Grant Naylor

g clearance to such products,

anises a good idea when he

sees -. so Danny was given the go-ahead.
*l showed him proofs of everything,"

"Every step i took I spoke to

decided I was never
e a backward step on this

lid 'I've got to please

e 30; to please Howard
east the BBC and a

Danny John-Jules first met Smegazine artist Colin Howard during the filming of Red Dwarf VI back

in March. At the ek Dwarf convention in Leicester shortly afterwards, Danny had a chance to

browse through his portfolio and was bowled over by the quality of Colin's artwork. So when
Danny got the go-ahead for Tongue Tied, he immediately thought of Colin and asked him to

design and paint a cover for It featuring the Cat, Duane Dibbley and the Cat's ideal woman. Kit.

Colin came up with the two roughs pictured here and, after some discussion and a bit of a

compromise, he was asked to produce 3 'concept rough'. A few small amendments later and Colin

came up with the superb painting pictured overleaf, a cover ready to grace any mega-hit record!

million other people and be creative at

the same time.' So I've had to check every

step I've made; instead of just going out
and doing it, I've made three phone calls

before making any decision. Rather than

ever having to fall back on plan B. every

step I've taken has been plan A."

Finding a record producer was perhaps

the easiest part of the process, as Danny
had one already. He was already working
with Don E on material of his own (as we
outlined in the Smegazine two issues ago)

when he opted to do his Red Dwarf
related record instead. The next thing to

do was find an agent who could help

negotiate a deal with (hopefully) a major

record company. Again, Danny already

knew Willi Morrison, an agent/manager
with years of experience in the music

business and no stranger to taking singers

to the number one spot. Willi worked
tirelessly alongside Danny to interest the

record moguls in Tongue Tied, but even

they were surprised at first by the strength

of the interest that came back from the

everywhere," Willi points out. "Every

office has at least one! Some of the

people we approached would go 'right



thanks, what's this?', then someone else in

the office would see it and go bananas,

because it's the Cat from Red Dwarf and
they love the show." Almost before they
knew what was happening, Willi and
Danny were looking at a number of

excellent offers from some of the biggest

companies in the musk world.

It was Willi

Morrison's

job to

analyse

them, then
wade
through all

the necessary

legalities and
negotiations,

and
ultimately he

was delighted
to sign a deal

with Clive

Black of EMI.

Danny
John-Jules was
especially

satisfied with

this choice, as

Give's and
EMI's

connections with Red Dwarf
date back further than is

generally known. "They were
involved from Day One," says

Danny. "When the first series

happened, I did a Red Dwarf
demo with EMI - it was a

contender for the theme tune
at the time. Clive Black put me
in the studio for it, there were
live brass instruments and
everything!" Obviously,

Danny's song, simply entitled

fled Dwarf, was never used on
the show, but he is sure that it

sits unheard somewhere in

EMI's vaults. "Maybe they

should bring back the original

theme," he muses.
Assuming that they don't,

however, Danny is covering all

bases with the inclusion of the
eventual series theme song on
the B side of Tongue Tied.

Originally sung by Jenna Russell,

the song which has closed the

majority of episodes is highly

memorable and undeniably
popular. Although many would
like to see the release of Jenna's
version, Danny John-Jules's

interpretation must surely have equal
appeal. Obviously, Danny's style is

different, but then so was Clayton Mark's

(Elvis in Meltdown) and that's another fan
favourite.

Similarly, the record version of Tongue
Tied isn't quite the same as the one heard
on TV - in fact, Danny recorded at least

three different versions before selecting

one and several different mixes of it will

be released in any case. There's the

straight 7" version, the Karaoke version

with backing vocals, the 'full' Karaoke
version without backing vocals, the Ragga

nand the 12" version. Even Danny's

rendition of the Red Dwarf theme song
has an alternative (and distinctly weird)

second version, intriguingly referred to as

the 'Doctor Who Mix'! These different

mixes of the two songs will be spread over

four formats- 7", 12", CD single and
cassette single.

The straight version of

Tongue Tied is longer than
the one screened and
sections that were edited

out of the TV sequence
have been restored. So
rest assured that any
unfamiliar lyrics you might

hear on Danny's record

were indeed written by

Rob and Doug.
Something that v

please Cat fans

everywhere is the
inclusion of the lyrics to

Tongue Tied on the

sleeve of the single, which will be
especially useful if you are listening to

(and singing along with) one of the

Karaoke versions!

The sleeve will sport a very attractive

painting, featuring Cat, Duane Dibbley
and a new character. Kit, by highly

talented Smegazine artist, Colin Howard.
"The argument about seeing a Cat woman
has been going on for about five years,"

explains Danny. "I kept saying to Rob and
Doug we should see a female Cat, but I

never got anything. So this was my chance
and I created a new character. The name
was so easy it was ridiculous - Kit Cat, you

couldn't call her anything else. The
drawing was taken from a model I know
called Vennessa Morris - everyone loved
the artwork - in fact she was at the Red
Dwarf VI 'last night' party. I think Rob and
Doug met her - if they did, they know
exactly who she is. It was a little teaser

from me."
Obviously, no matter how good the

record, every pop song needs a video to

promote it these days and Danny is

determined that Tongue Tied will be
accompanied by more of a 'mini-movie'

than a run-of-the-mill pop video. "The
idea was to shoot it onto film to make it

look better, so I thought if you're going to

do it, why stick to the usual routine? I still

wanted to have women in it obviously,

because it's a love story. Even though it's

a comedy song, it's still a song about a

man in love with a woman who makes him
tongue tied - he can't speak when he sees

her, so it's got to be one hell of a

woman!"
Danny has scripted a complete
storyline for the video, from which
he has asked Colin Howard to
create a storyboard - a series of

drawings rather like a comic strip

version of what they intend to

film. One of the singer's ideas is

to add another character to his

repertoire - a caretaker sort of guy
who also happens to be a Red
Dwarf fan. The plot allows for

cameo appearances from all of the

Red Dwarf regulars as members of

a pop band and Danny is

confident that some, if not all of

them, will be free to do it.

The record has the potential to be
a smash hit, perhaps even this

year's Christmas No. 1. Indeed, if

all the readers of the Smegazine
buy it the week it comes out, then
Tongue Tied could hit the top of

the charts right away! So does
Danny envisage himself heading
towards a more music orientated

career? "We'll have to see," he
smiles. "I could be in a play or a

musical or I could be in another TV

"The music is like a hobby, it's not
like I'm thinking 'Oh God, I want
to be a music star.' If I can add to

my career it's fine, but it's not

something I'm desperate to be -

I'm just desperate to be an
entertainer, and entertainment
means a lot of things. I haven't
limited myself to any one

department, I've moved in and out
whether it be singing, dancing, acting or

comedy. Even within Red Dwarf I've

proved that Cat isn't the only thing I can

do."

DONT MISS NEXT MONTH'S RED DWARF
SMEGAZINE WHEN WE WILL BE
LAUNCHING A FANTASTIC TONGUE TIED

COMPETITION IN ASSOCIATION WITH EMI.

NOT ONLY WILL YOU BE ABLE TO WIN
SIGNED COPIES OF THE CAT'S NEW
SINGLE, BUT YOU WILL ACTUALLY BE

ABLE TO WIN A NIGHT OUT WITH DANNY
JOHN-JULES HIMSELF!



RED DU/flRF SERIES 1 Episode five:

"CONFIDENCE
AND PARANOIA"

Jane Killick's examination of Red Dwarf 1 reaches its penultimate part as she
looks at the episode in which aspects of Dave Lister's psyche came to life... yuk!

By the fifth episode of the first series. Red
Dwarf was getting into its stride. The
stories were starting to branch out from
their insular beginnings and the science

fiction element was becoming an
important, if played-down part of the
plot. Confidence and Paranoia introduces,

for the first time, other characters that

aren't part of the dead crew or the ship's

machinery.

Also new to the show was the studio

audience, all of whom would come in each
week knowing nothing about the sit-com,

they were about to see being made.
Trying to explain to them what Red Dwarf
was all about was just confusing.

"At the beginning of each show, it was
'Has anybody seen this show? Been
before?' 'No.' 'Okay, here's the situation,

da-da-da, etc' for ten minutes,"
remembers Writer Doug Naylor. "The
audience would just go, 'eh?' Just bored
them rigid. [We should have said) 'he's a

Cat - it doesn't matter why; he's a

hologram - don't worry about it; he's the

last human being alive; the computer's
nuts.' That would have been far better,

but for some reason everyone thought we
had to do, 'it started off as this ship and
then this guy got put into stasis, which is

kind of like suspended animation, and
when he came out...'"

In Confidence and Paranoia, Lister

.entures down to the Officers' quarters to

watch Kristine Kochanski's dream
recorder. But the Officers' quarters have
not been de-contaminated and Lister

contracts a mutated virus which brings

two parts of his personality to life - his

Confidence and his Paranoia. Like many
of the early episodes, the idea came from
exploring the sit-com tradition of starting

from a very straightforward plot base.

"What we were doing was still treating

it very much as a sit-com in an unusual
place," explains Doug. "We were just

looking at the plot where one of the

people gets ill, which is a real staple. Then
we obviously said ours wouldn't get ill in

the way that a normal sit-com character

would be ill, it would be some kind of

space disease. And then it was 'what kind

of space disease could it be?' and 'what
would be the repercussions because it

won't just be flu?'. And so it just came
from that really, and we kind of re-visited

that with space mumps in Justice."

But Lister's Confidence and Paranoia

don't appear in the episode until sixteen

minutes in. The story begins in a more
leisurely way with Holly asking Lister to

erase all references to Agatha Christie

from his memory banks so he can read her

novels all over again. Doug says they were
working under the theory that you can do
anything you want in the first five minutes
of an episode; "You can use that to

establish life on board the ship, what
they're doing, get a few laughs, establish

character, and then the plot kicks in after

that. And we used to do that all the time
then, and now I think we're just as wrong
now where we hardty do it at all and
people hate us for that because they kind

of quite like that stuff, the more low-key,

as opposed to screaming straight in to an
adventure in the first scene."

Lister's mutated pneumonia sends him

into a raging fever. He begins to dream
about raining fish and it actually happens -

inside Red Dwarf! This meant they had to

fill the studio with buckets full of fish.

"It was revolting," remembers Doug
Naylor.

"It was," adds Rob Grant. "The stink..."

"Also, people were incredibly worried
that we'd get a lot of letters about cruelty

to fish," says Doug. "I remember Paul

Jackson [the Producer] saying to the
audience at the time, 'notice, all these fish

are alive, and we haven't killed one'. So
basically all the fish were happy and
loving. It was an appalling smell as you
can imagine, it was just 'oh my God!' They
were all in this big net above the actors.

"People were incredibly

worried that we'd get
a lot of letters about

cruelty to fish."

People were hanging on the tops of the
sets, emptying buckets of these fish all

over the place."

Doug insists the live fish weren't
dropped from a great height, but laid on
afterwards. "That was the thing about
'we can't drop live fish, it's too cruel'. So
pour the dead ones in and then get the
live ones, and none of the live ones died."

Rimmer steps out of the sleeping

quarters to avoid the raining fish, but
instead confronts Lister's hallucination of

the Mayor of Warsaw who spontaneously
combusts in front of him. This was filmed

using the split screen technique where
Chris Barrie played Rimmer in one half of

the screen and the Mayor of Warsaw burst

into flames in the other half. The two
pieces of film were later brought together.

The Mayor's spontaneous combustion
was created by Special Effects Wizard,
Peter Wragg; "We did aflame effect

where the Mayor of Warsaw would have
been and then dropped clothes at the

same time," says Peter. "So you get the
feeling of flames and clothes dropping
and Chris reacting. Although, because it

was a split screen, Chris wasn't actually

there at the time that the flame effect

went off."

It was necessary to keep the actors out
of the way of the explosion, otherwise



they might have got singed. "It was pretty

big," remembers Peter. "The flame
probably went up to a good two foot, and
it's set off electrically, it's a pyrotechnic

that burns with a rush of flame and then
disappears."

Rob Grant maintains it is possible to

spot how the effect was created by

studying the video carefully. "You can see

the split in the screen because Rimmer
doesn't get illuminated by the flame," he
points out.

Earlier in the episode, Lister tells

Rimmer: "Your Confidence is the guy who
says 'hey, you're great, you're dead sexy,

everybody loves ya' and your Paranoia says

'you're stupid, you're useless, you're ugly

and everybody hates ya'." Later, while

Lister is under the influence of the
mutated pneumonia he hallucinates - and
thereby brings to life - Confidence and
Paranoia, who appear as two men in the

drive room.
Paranoia, played by Lee Cornes, is a

withdrawn, nagging individual dressed in

a black suit. While Confidence, played by
Craig Ferguson, is an extrovert 'medallion

man', wearing an Hawaiian shirt and
sporting brilliant white teeth. "They
painted them with special paint so they

"It was nice to have
other people around
who could talk and
touch something."

glowed, it was luminous," explains Doug.
It is Confidence who plays a greater role

in the episode. "In terms of the script, we
liked Paranoia just as well as Confidence,"

says Rob, "but he wasn't in as much of the
final script. Simply we ran out of time, I

think. We had a lot of stuff where
Paranoia was just following Lister around
and screwing up his life, really, and
arranging things for him to trip over, and
accurate measurements so he would stand
in the dog poo and things like that. But
we just didn't get time to use it. He was
very good, Lee Cornes.

"It was nice to have other people
around who could talk and touch

something, it was a nice change and
something we wanted to pursue. It was
good having them around in the rehearsal

period, because it was like it was only us

there, and it was like being on Red Dwarf,

really wasn't it? I remember they brought
relief to the place."

It was also a good feeling for the rest of

the cast to have different people come
onto the show. "They're great," says Craig

Charles (Lister). "Craig Ferguson's a mate.

What was the other guy's name? Lee

Cornes. He's great as well, that was good
fun. That was one of my favourite

episodes."

Rimmer tries to tell Lister that

Confidence and Paranoia are just

symptoms of his pneumonia, like the spots

in chicken pox, and that he won't be
better until they go. Lister just ignores

him because he's too busy listening to his

Confidence. Confidence persuades Lister

that he can ask

Kochanski for a date
by bringing back her

hologram. With the
non-essential systems

on Red Dwarf closed

down, Holly thinks he
can sustain both
Rimmer and
Kochanski holograms.

And with

Confidence's help.

Lister works out
where Rimmer must
have hidden the

personality disks -

behind the solar

panel outside their sleeping quarters,

Lister and Confidence put on space suits

and venture outside to retrieve the

hologram disks. While walking on the

outside of the ship, Confidence confesses it

was him who smashed up the medical unit

and killed Paranoia to ensure Lister stays

sick and the two of them can stay

together.

This makes Lister feel uncomfortable
and Confidence tells him he can relieve his

claustrophobia by taking off his helmet.

Confidence is so confident he takes off his

own helmet, and as soon as his body is

exposed to the vacuum, he explodes.

"I really loved Peter Wragg's special

effect explosion of Confidence at the

end," says Rob. "That was the first time

we thought 'oh my God, we can really do
spectacular stuff, here'. It really does look

good."
Peter explains how it was done; "It was

created by making an inflatable, just like

an inflatable castle, that sort of thing, a

rubber inflatable of the person and
double-skinning it. So we had two skins,

and that was inflated so it matched the

size of Craig Ferguson IConfidencej. Then
a second skin, that we then inflated by

injecting a lot of air into it, so the whole
thing became that much larger. And then

we had a thing at the back called a

woofer, which is basically an air

discharger, so it's an air cylinder that

you're pressurising with a lot of air up to

1 20 pounds psi [per square inch] pressure,

and then you've got a quick release valve

so you're releasing that pressure in one go.

So once we'd inflated the figure so that it

became big, we let the air mortar fire,

then it just blasted the rubber suit right

over camera with lots of debris floating

Confidence was exploded with Craig

Charles standing next to him. "That

explosion was brilliant, wasn't it?" he
enthuses. "It looked like I was hit, because
all the crew came up to me at the end and
went, 'Are you okay? Are you okay? Are

you okay?' and I went 'yeah, I'm acting'

because they actually thought I was hurt

by the explosion. It was a great explosion,

though."
With Lister's Confidence and Paranoia

dead, he is cured. He has also retrieved

Kochanski's personality disk. It shows that

a lot can be achieved if you listen to your

confidence. "There was a point to be

made," says Rob, "but the idea was you're

also supposed to have your Paranoia as

well, otherwise you do crazy things like

take your helmet off in space."

Lister sets up a second hologram
projection unit and places the disk in the

slot. But Rimmer wasn't so stupid as to

leave Kochanski's disk in Kochanski's box

and the hologram that comes out of the

projection box is another Rimmer!
The original idea was to use this

episode as a cliff-hanger for a second
series, but Rob Grant and Doug Naylor

decided to re-think the idea after the BBC
strike that disrupted the series.

"Confidence and Paranoia was originally

going to be the last show of the first

series," explains Rob. "But after the strike

we came back and suggested the idea of

doing a different sixth episode where
Rimmer brings himself back and we
immediately scrapped the other show and
wrote a new one - free!"

Next month we look at Me- , the episode
written for free, and how a fortune was
saved on extras by getting Chris Barrie to

play two parts - Rimmer and Rimmer!



Lee Cornes played Lister's Paranoia in

Confidence and Paranoia from Red Dwarf's
first series. But his connection with the series

goes back further than most people realise.

He was at the original auditions for the
main Lister and Rimmer roles:

(actually originally got*to the final six for
Rimmer, Chris Barrie's part," remembers
Lee. "I think it got down to six of us

and I had, I think it must have been a

second interview." But when he went
back for the audition he had prepared to
read for Lister by mistake! "I actually
thought I'd got Craig Charles' part, so
there was a bit of confusion when I went
for the audition! I knew the other part!

So anyway, I read for that and didn't get
that."

So when it came to casting Confidence
and Paranoia for the fifth episode of the
series, Lee was already known by the
producers. "I know Ed Bye [the Director],

who I think was doing it at the time, and
people like Chris Barrie from the
alternative comedy circuit and I knew Ed
from Floor Manager on The Young Ones.
So it was through that sort of area I came,
realty. Although I didn't have to audition
for the part of Paranoia I don't think,

because they knew me, they'd seen me
*or the Rimmer part anyway. So a couple
o* months later they gave me that part."

Paranoia is the man inside Lister's head
who points out all his bad qualities, like

*e urine stain on his trousers (no it isn't,

«"s tea) and a spot coming up on his so-
carifed face. When Lister contracts a
Kftated form of pneumonia his

•jdence (played by Craig Ferguson)
aoe Paranoia become solid, real people.

"1 ««s the diseased horrible one and
Ctkj was the up-beat confident one,"

Lee. "Miserable, slimy

just eating drippy yogurt and
all the time... I get cast in these

_ . parts sometimes, but it was fun
*> do becatae I knew everyone and it was
a* done up at Manchester and it was a
good linfe show -

Because Lee, like most of the other
performers, had done stand-up comedy, it

was no problem to perform it all in front
of a live studio audience. "That's fun,

and as I remember it was quite a small

audience. In the first series it was tucked
away in a small studio in Manchester.
There weren't that many there, but they
enjoyed it."

Confidence and Paranoia was the fifth

episode and by that time Lee remembers
everyone was comfortable appearing in

the show: "They just seemed to get on
with it really, most people seemed quite
relaxed about it, no one was up-tight
about it. And Norman Lovett played the
original voice that Hattie Hayridge now
does [Holly] and he's again a performer...

so in a sense we're all used to going for it

really. Although TV is a bit different,

there's no question of that. When I came

"I was the diseased horrible

Qne... miserable, slimy pessimist

just eating drippy yogurt and
moaning all the time."

to it there had just been four or five

[episodes], I felt that the machinery was
in place and they all seemed to know
what they were doing. There weren't
many cock-ups."

Since then, Red Dwarf has gone on to

be very popular. But Lee says the
foundations for that success were made in

those early episodes. "I think the
elements are still there," he says. "I think
they've got a bigger budget and are able
to do more interesting visual effects

because the technical side seems to have
expanded, what little I've seen. Which is

what that kind of show needs, given it's

science fiction and anything can happen.
And also it seems to have got more and
more bizarre and surreal, again perhaps
because the budget has allowed them to
do it and the guys are exploring more
wacky things.

"It was a very quirky show. It's done its

job. I mean it was a show that as far as I

understand was not accepted by most TV
stations initially, it was definitely Paul
Jackson (the Producer] who pushed the
thing and persevered with it, as he did
indeed with The Young Ones. So he has a
lot to do with getting it going. I would
think that's a fair comment and his faith

was justified really because it's proved to
be very popular."

In more recent years, Lee Cornes has
been seen on the small screen playing a

teacher in Grange Hill. It looks as if he's
going to be doing more of that this year:
"I usually get a script that drops through
the door to tell me they want me about
three weeks before rehearsal! So it's all

last minute stuff... It's a kids show and
the adults facilitate what they do, quite
rightly. But it's a great little character

and I do enjoy doing it."

In the meantime, he is trying to
persuade a TV company to make a

children's drama series he is writing. And
he is appearing at the Edinburgh Festival

in The Wow Show with Paul Mark Eliot

and the two Carling Black Label guys -

Steve Frost and Mark Arden. "I do a

wacky waiter routine in which I'm a plant
at a restaurant and it's a practical joke
played by the boss on his clients," he says.

As for Red Dwarf, if he was ever asked
back, Lee would jump at the chance.
"Oh yeah, it's fun. Oh yeah, definitely. If

they wanted me. Yeah, sure. 99
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KoLL^RRms
Dearest Smegazine.

Firstly, well done on this magazine -

rt'sbrutall Now, quickly, the Boys

from the Dwarf poster's great, even

Lister's guitar got an appearance.

But in your wonderful story,

imaginatively titled "Duane Dibbley",

the cat with the beer bottle opener

overbite goes to the Salvation Army
hostel and in his room is a brilliant

poster Please, please, please could

you print something like this in the

mag and maybe a ship's floor plan m
one issue or spread out over issues.

One last thing - seeing as the RD
producers are book crazy, maybe they

could bring out a "Guide to the Total

Immersion Video game of Red

Dwarf", it could be a laugh! I

Chrissy King, Archway.

/'// see what I can do to fulfil your

wishes, but it seems to me that you
just want everything from Duane
Dibbley's room, Chrissy Now listen

carefully and you may still be OK..,

unzip your anorak, put down that

thermos flask and make an

appointment to see an orthodontist

right away With proper treatment,

Dibbleyilis is reversable - rather like

his anorak.

Hi Smegheads,

I am a massive fan of Red Dwarf and
your Smegazine and it would be
greatly appreciated if you would give

away posters of the crew, Starbug

and Red Dwarf and I think Volume 2

binders are a brilliant idea.

I was quite annoyed about the Red

Dwarf fan club address changing,

because I sent off money just before

rt changed and I was thinking it was
taking a long time to come. Then I

read in your Smegazine that the

address had changed, so I've lost my
money. What do you think I should

do'
Andrew Maddern, Clywd.

Don't worry too much, Andrew, I'm

Sun that your money will have
reached the fan club, even via the old

address. (Though this may be part of

(he reason for the delay in your

iKeMng your membership.) We do
get a number of letters here at the

Snegaane from people awaiting a

tt*/ from the fan club, but our best

mxe a. be patient Theclub's

ffaerahp has grown so huge over

<* *sr couple of years that it does

Mies late them a while to send
OMMtntMrsrvp packs and the club's

*pu» wurxr Better Than Life'

- .-—. = - concerned thai

WAng may have gone astray,

.-esrjou drop them a line

"^ xxt name address and derails

j- sen off for your
^wewtop They're a decent ounch
or ^aegheaas "Mfr and I f/nrvt you'll

I z ~^. .~~^-r"v "* ngs
- ....._ - -,

Deal Smegazine all, it is a comedy It's a

First of all, 1 ^^^^™^^™ sophisticomedy (you don't need a

just want to Bp^Sf^^^^ train the size of a planet to work out

say how mTnTFrV&tTtlll what thal means). However, you

absolutely brill «,Ytnr 1 could remedy this situation by a

your mag is, 1 similar news column on other

and how the B jB sophisticomedies (i.e. Hitchhiker's

comic strips .^nJH Guide, Blackadder, Monty Python, et

are getting
r vflB^BBnl al ' The problem with this is that you

better and PrSv^^V I have to avoid other (crap) comedies.

better. The 1 like Birds of a Feather. Mind you, if

main point of 1 you stuck to a set of guidelines, it

my letter is to 1 could work quite well. So, 'owsabout

say to all 1 that then, guys 'n' gals?

those budding Ian Jackson, Didcot.

Simmers - you

CAN buy ^^^^^^^^^^B We don't have to cover lim'll Fix It,

i have enclosed a

picture of the video, looks brill (not).

So start savingl Oh, by the way, the

abridged RD tape is great. Buyitl

Andrew Maslen, Bedford.

Ican'r, Andrew, I'm saving up for my
James Last video.

. . oops!

Dear Hoi,

Please could you tell me the names of

the women found on the crashed

Nova 5 with Kryten. In 'Infinity

Welcomes Careful Drivers' and the

Omnibus they name them as Yvette

Richards, Kirsty Fantozi and Elaine

Schuman. But in the 'Programme

Guide' and the episode 'Kryten' they

call them Jane Air, Anne Gill and
Tracey Johns. Could you please tell

me the right smegging names?
Fay Walker, Rishton.

PS. Please, please, please, please,

please can I marry Lister or Craig

Charles? Either will do.

Well, it's no good asking me, is it,

Fay J As for the women's names,

they're both right (Maxine is always

explaining the difference between the

screen and book fled Dwarf universes

on the Junior Encyclopedia page, pay

attention!) Guess wfiaf. though? We
have two entirely separate comic strip

stones coming up with these three

women in. So will we follow their

names in the book, or on the screen ?

(Or both perhaps? Hmm, I'd better

go and check the scripts...)

Dear RDS.

I have recently looked in the

dictionary and I found the word
SMEGMA ("a sticky substance which

forms beneath the foreskin of the

penis"). I am now wondering if

SMEG is an abbreviation of SMEGMA.
Michael Evans, Bridgend.

As if

Dear Mike,

Watch out! I feel some constructive

criticism coming on. With Adrian

Rigelsford's 'News from the Omni-
Zone' article, I feel you've made a

mistake Okay, so Red Dwarf can be

counted as science fiction, but above

' Seriously though,

may ask Adrian to cover more comedy
series in his column - what do other

readers think?

Dear Mike,

Enclosed is a complimentary copy of

the first issue of Garbage Pod, the Zed
Shift club magazine. Zed Shift is a

new club, established early this year.

and is currently quite small, but we
hope to expand in the future. While

primarily a Red Dwarf fan club, we
also cover other SF/F comedy and
New Zealand fandom. We would

greatly appreciate it if you could print

our address in the Smegazine, as I'm

sure at least a few of your readers

would be interested in joining.

Thanks. Oh, and congratulations on
producing an excellent magazine.

Justin Reynolds, Crypto -fascist

Dictator of Zed Shift.

Yet another Red Dwarf fan club, eh'
This time one for fans in Wetv Zealand

to join. Well, I know that copies of

the Smegazine do reach your country,

Justin (well, they must - since you
obviously get them!), so it seems a

good idea to tell them your address:

ZED SHIFT

The New Zealand

Red Dwarf Fan Club

POBox 10104
Wellington

New Zealand

Dear Smegs,

Whilst wntmg this I am watching

Camille on video where I have just

seen proof of something I have

thought was right for a long time.

The fact that while Kryten and

Goalpost Head are in Starbug, there

in the background is Molly. Yet in

Series 6, set entirely on Starbug, Holly

is nowhere to be seen. Please could

you ask Grant Naylor or any other

smegger why Holly should be missing

from Starbug when it was Red Dwarf

that was nicked.

Gareth Williams, High Wycombe.

Holy is the Red Dwarf ship computer,

Gareth When she has appeared an a

screen aboard Starbug in previous

series, it has been as a direct

projection from Red Dwarf Now, m
Series 6, as we all now know, Red

Dwarf has been stolen and Starbug is

now out of Holly's range Indeed, we
don't even know if Holly is stilt active,

with Red Dwarf reported to be in the

hands of "persons unknown"!

Dear Gimps,

Well done for coming up with original

storylines for the Smegazine. Yes,

they are witty and interesting (slurp,

slurp) and altogether "... rather

pleasant". But I have come up with

an interesting and novel idea for a

comic strip which I hope no-one else

has thought of. Seeing as half the

Red Dwarf fans haven't got a clue

what happened aboard the Crimson

Short One between series 2 and 3,

1

thought that it would be a good idea

if you made a comic strip out of the

interludary (I think I just made that

word up) events. The narration at the

beginning of Series 3 is al! very well,

but us Dwarfers want to know exactly

how Lister's pregnancy went and
what the precise events were leading

up to Kryten 's moonbrke accident

Steve The Diva' North, North
Watford.

I hope you liked our "Time After

Time" strip last issue, as this took an

oblique look at the period you
mention We don't have any
immediate plans to do a specific strip

to cover the 'interludary events' you
want to see, Steve, but keep a look

out for more oblique references like

that one.

HOLLY-GRAMS
Red Dwarf Smegazine

Fleetway Editions

25-31 Tavistock Place

London WC1H9SU
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NEXT MONTH IN THE SMEfl.,
SERIES VI!
It's here at last... the television event of the year!
As you prepare to sit down and enjoy RED DWARF
VI, we talk to Rob Grant and Doug Naylor and find
out how pleased with it they are and ask them
what they're putting in their new novel.

TONGUE TIEDI
The smash-hit Smegazine brings you the most
pop-tabulous competition ever. You can win a
signed copy of the Cat's single, or - if you really

play your cards right - a night out with DANNY
JOHN-JULES himself. It's sen-smegging-sational!

PLUS!
The Boys from the Dwarf begin their comic strip

search for the Red Dwarf, JAKE BULLET returns and
there are big shocks in store for those mechanoid
marvels in ANDROIDS as everyone dies (or at least

suffers from a major systems failure)!

The official Red Dwarf Smegazine No.

6

ON SALE SEPTEMBER 30th! ORDER IT!

r
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Joe Nazzaro speaks to the Red Dwarf Costume Designer since series 3, Howard Burden..

When Red Dwarf returned for a
third series, viewers quickly

realized that big changes had
taken place in its absence. Lister had
returned to the parallel universe to

deliver his baby sons. Holly had
undergone a sex change, and Kryten
(now played by Robert Llewellyn) had
become a regular member of the ship's

Visually, the series had also changed a
great deal. Gone were the cardboard
sets, replaced by the more attractive

officers' quarters, and a great deal more
location filming served to 'open up' the
the stories more. Gone too were Lister's

curry stained bermuda shorts and
fiimmer's drab boy scout-like uniform,
instead, viewers saw a new Lister, dressed
in well-worn leather jackets and boots,

and a Rimmer looking more like a

character out of Captain Scarlet

The man responsible for Red Dwarf's
newfound sartorial splendour was new
Costume Designer, Howard Burden.
Bringing with him a refreshing amount of
youthful enthusiasm combined with a
bright spark of creativity, he had already
amassed an impressive list of credits

within a short space of time. Fresh from a
foundation arts course and a degree in theatre

design, Howard went into fringe theatre.

•Then I got into the BBC as an assistant

costume designer, working on loads of things,

from Shakespeare to The Two Ronnies," he
recalls, "I was always freelance there, so I

worked on a few television productions there
before branching out and doing my own stuff.

"I've done lots of things, like The Bill and
Casualty. I went off and assisted on a feature,

Phantom of the Opera, another thing called

Diamond Skulls, and a lot of working telly. I've

also done commercials, as well as bits of
theatre, but that became a sort of expensive
hobby. I've worked for LWT, Channel 4, most
of the regional television companies, but my
main thing was really to get into film, which is

what I'm doing at the moment. Telly is my
bread and butter thing, but hopefully I'll be
able to use the films I've done as a springboard
to go on to other projects."

When Red Dwarf came along, it was an
opportunity for Howard to show what he could
do as a designer. "I was approached by Maggis
Harwoods at BBC Manchester, " he remembers,
•«*» i had worked for a few times, and she
sart they were looking for a designer to come
> and completely change the original set up.
*•» r"o*e aos to come in and redesign the whole
*"» I *ink they said, 'Let's take the bull by
*• "orws, and invest some time and money,
and get it looking reaffy good ' and since then
*"s neafljy 9one from strength to strength."

One o* Howard Burdens first tasks was to
redenne the look of the main characters.

sxarwg nrrth Dave Later "l got the novel that
[Rob Grant and Doug Naytor] wrote, as well as
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the scripts, and I wanted to retain certain

elements of the Lister character, but also give

him a much wider spectrum, so that he wasn't
just this debauched slob, but also had a certain

kind of charisma. I think that's part of his

charm. There are still elements of that, but
because he's the only human left on board, I

wanted to give a feel that whatever he had was

military look in the first couple of

series, and we wanted to encapsulate
this whole idea th,at he is a hologram,
because it's very difficult to portray

somebody as a real non-person. I

wanted to give him a slightly surreal

look, so I went back to my childhood
and cams up with a Captain Scarlet sort

of look, so he had an air of authority

and superiority in his own eyes... but it

also gave him a hologramatic feel. The
fabrics I used were two-toned and,

under different lights, they lit in

different ways, so the idea was to make
him look slightly more science fiction-

like. I think when he was in the
uniform before, you were never quite

sure whether he was real or not, so [the

idea] was to take that one step

further... Mr Squeaky Clean, but
hologramatic as well, so we were
definitely showing what he was."
Howard was also trying to convey

Rimmer's pretentiousness by giving him
a uniform that was over the top. "He
originally had a helmet very loosely

based on Captain Scarlet with a

microphone that switched down and lit

up, but everyone made fun of him,

calling him Captain Emerald, so we lost

that. If you look at a hologram, you're never

quite sure what colours they are, so it's quite

good that he switched from green to red. From
a purely camera point of view, he lights very
well now, and we can bounce things off him."

Coming up with a new costume for Kryten,

who had only made one previous appearance,
was Howard's most exciting challenge. "He

"Kryten couldn't sit down in the beginning, because
every time he did, bits flew off and broke!"

fairly rotting. It's watered down slightly,

because Craig [Charles] has developed his own
character, and he's become a bit more of a

dude and less of a slob, but 1 wanted to suggest

that everything he had about him was stuck or

patched on. All his leather coats and jackets

and trousers are kind of rancid. I put a sort of

television gloss on them, but the idea was to
retain the essential elements of the character,

while giving him a wider appeal to a wider
audience.

"When I was talking to Rob and Doug
initially. Lister was a very streetwise aware sort

of chap, but he's very conscious of not being
sexist, and there were elements that I had to
incorporate into that. I wanted the audience to
have quite a lot of sympathy with him, because
he's the conscience, as it were."

With Rimmer, Howard's intention was to get
rid of the original colourless uniform, while still

retaining certain aspects of the character: "The
thing about Rimmer was that he had this very

originally wore a butler's uniform," says the
designer. "My idea of a mechanoid was that he
was a superior robot, and he could pick up and
do a lot of things. Initially, we had all these

things like being able to plug a hoover into his

groinal socket and vacuum the carpet. Since he
was a mechanoid we gave him this very stylised,

very metallic look, and in his first series we had
a scene where he removed his armour, but he's

exactly the same shape. He's like an Action

Man doll... he's the same shape underneath!"
Howard is referring to the now-infamous strip

poker scene which was filmed during the thrid

series, but was ultimately cut.

"It all looked a bit naff," admits Howard,
"What it showed was that Kryten has a lot of

human characteristics, but is essentially a

mechanoid. That's why Rimmer will boss him
around and Lister encourages him to be more
human, more rebellious. That's a nice touch.

In the fourth series. Lister tried to teach him tr

swear and say that Rimmer was a smeg head.



His mechanoid body was saying 'I can't do this

because I'm programmed not to', but part of

him was saying 'yeah, I've got a human trait in

me as well'. I know Robert has tried to get a lot

more flexibility within his costume, which is

quite cumbersome, but it's important to retain

the way he moves. It's dictated by the way the

iriginally made of

fitsh

"The costume itself v\

into Cat, but you still have to retain a certain

decorum, otherwise Rob and Doug will say 'no,

we think you've gone over the top here, we're
a bit worried' and I say 'no, no. have faith, it

will be all right right'!"

Is there anything that Howard Burden was
particularly happy with on Series 3? "From my
point of view, it sort of rejuvenated the whole
thing for the artists. They were happy about it,

moulded plastic with a lame covering, but we
made it lighter for the fifth series. It was cast in

latex. Kryten couldn't sit down in the
beginning, because every time he did, bits flew
off and broke! But now he's doing a lot more
lounging around and going up ladders, which
makes it more ambitious within the flexibility

of the costume. I think the look we have now is

the right one. It works for me and I think it

works well for the character."

Howard's satisfaction with Kryten is evident,

but there are no prizes for guessing the
designer's favourite character... "Cat is a joy,"

he confirms. "You can just go to town on him.
Having said that, it's quite difficult to come up
with six new costumes for him per episode,
because you have to be aware of the very fine

line between being over the top and being
tacky. I've done things with Danny [John-Jules]

in the past which just haven't worked, because
we've made him look too naff or too
effeminate, and you can't do that. The Cat is a
very macho figure and he's a ladies' man.,, or a
ladies' cat. He's just a cool dude. It's the zoot
suits and taking all those elements of black
jazz, and taking them one step further to
James Brown-looking - that's the idea. If you
go over the top, it ceases to be plausible,

because he's a buffer. He'll always chip in with
some dialogue to put Lister down, or have a go
at Rimmer. so he has to have a certain

credibility."

Howard admits that finding the right look
for the Cat was not something that happened
overnight. "What I did was a series of costume
designs - originally the Cat was in this very
baggy suit and bow tie, and his hair was taken
back, but I found the whole thing very clumsy.
Danny is a trained dancer, he moves in a certain

way and I wanted to retain that. When he
moves, he moves like a cat. He's got the teeth
and we discussed whether we'd give him eight
nipples, or whether that got too gratuitous.
There are so many elements that have gone
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Rob and Doug were thrilled by it, and it just

gave a whole new image. It suddenly became
quite exciting, I think Red Dwarf was at risk of
becoming a bit drab and 'samey', so the visuals

became very important. They lifted the whole
series from the actors' point of view, and I got a
good response from them, so their

"Rimmer originally

had a helmet very
loosely based on
Captain Scarlet."

performances were also enhanced. You can do
a great costume, but if the performance is

mediocre there's no point, but somehow it

made them all spar off against each other.

"Danny used to come out in some
outrageous fur coat and there would be an
immediate response, and I would think to
myself, 'My God, I can't believe it!' They would
all laugh, like there was a gag in the costume,
and that's something I've tried to carry on with.

Even in the fifth series, when they've all got on
these red gingham frocks, the costumes were
gags. We had them in front of a live studio
audience, so we hid them before they came on
When they came out there was an immediate
response at Kryten, Lister and the Cat in these
frocks. It made everyone laugh, and that was
great because it meant I had done my job."

In Series 4, Howard had to work closely with
Peter Wragg's visual effects team in creating
monsters such as the 'Blob' (Camille's true form)
or D/VA's mutton vindaloo beast. "When we
have the initial script meetings we work out
and discuss certain characters," says the
costume designer. "If it's going to be one of
the visual effects boys inside the costume and

they're going to handle it, then we discuss it

and I hand it over to them. If it's going to be a
name actor like John Docherty (the Inquisitor), I

take hold of that while they do the gauntlet,
because it lights up and has all the animatronics
and stuff on it. We do work very closely, Peter
and I have a good working relationship. It's

one of those programmes where everyone on a

visual level has to work together."

For Howard, one of the high points of Series

4 was DNA, in which he had to create a
somewhat tasteless outfit for the now-human
Kryten. "Rob and Doug were unsure about it,

so I said, 'I think we should take all the
elements of Kryten and try and create

something he thinks is the bees knees, but it

turns out to be a complete mish-mash.' It was
as if Kryten was a computer bank, a storage
room of information about fashion, but only
for the people around him. That gave us the
nerd of Rimmer, the rock and roll of Lister, and
the colours and style of the Cat, all mixed up
together and coming out as a complete hotch-

The designer recalls seeing Robert Llewellyn

in 'human mode' with some amusement.
"Robert loves to get out of his Kryten costume!
He loves anything where he doesn't have to sit

in make-up or wear his costume. He's done a
couple of cameo roles where he's played
himself, I think it's very difficult if you're known
only as Kryten. I've seen him do chat shows and
things where he's Robert Llewellyn, and people
say, "God. is that what he looks like?" You talk

to Kryten when he's got his mask on, and then
you talk to Robert without it, and it's like

talking to two different people. Once the
Kryten mask is on. you can relate to it. It's a bit

like the Barry Humphreys Syndrome: you talk

to Barry Humphreys, and you talk to Dame
Edna, and they're two different people."

DNA also featured one of Howard's unusual
creations for Red Dwarf When Lister uses the
alien gene splicer to transform himself into

'Man Plus' the result is a diminutive,

Lister/Robocop hybrid, with a costume to

match. "We had to be aware of the copyright,"
says Howard, "but you needed to immediately
go 'Ah, that's what it is!' while retaining those
Lister traits. A lot of these things are almost
spontaneous, where you say 'Let's do this, let's

put this on.' and it's a joy when the whole thing
works. In series three for instance, where we
had the replacement Kryten [Hudzen 10 in The
Last Day}, that costume was literally put
together in ten days. It was suddenly written
in. they were late casting, and it was thrown
together very quickly, but sometimes those
things work best.

"With the Lister/Robocop one, the day we
came to do the prerecords was the day we got
it together. I got the essential fibreglass body
and helmet made, still retaining his Lister hat

which had become his trademark, and then we
just kept adding bits to it. I was quite pleased

with it."

The final episode of Series 4 - and the most
difficult for Howard - was Meltdown, the series

closer. By then, the costume budget was
thoroughly depleted and he was faced with the
task of outfitting over a dozen historical,

literary and showbusiness figures with a lot of
ingenuity and virtually no money. "Meltdown
was a nightmare," the designer remembers.
"They promised this episode would be pretty

low key with nothing too drastic in it and then
they came up with Abraham Lincoln, Marilyn

Monroe. Elvis and Mother Theresa! That was
one where we used real theatre training. We
got together whatever we could, so that one
was quite fun."

IN A FUTURE ISSUE OF THE SMEGAZINE, JOE
NAZZARO WILL BE TALKING TO HOWARD
BURDEN ABOUT HIS WORK ON THE FIFTH AND
UPCOMING SIXTH SERIES OF RED DWARF.
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Where's Red Dwarf?
And what's happened to Holly?

Red Dwarf VI is a six episode search

through time and space to answer
those two questions, with the

occasional stop-off on alien planets, to
explore derelict spaceships, and for dinner

at the Intergalactk Little Chef. But as

Dave Lister emerges from suspended
animation after two hundred years, the
questions he's more interested in are:

Who am I? What am I doing here? and
Why has this stupid robot sprinkled

onions on my cornflakes?

Psirens is a great way to kick off the

series for anyone who hasn't seen Red
Dwarf before (sad cases, the lot of them),

as Kryten tries to cure Lister's amnesia by
explaining their situation. "We didn't

lose Red Dwarf. Red Dwarf was stolen.

By persons... or life forms unknown,"
Kryten tells the crew of the aged Starbug.

With the ship's vapour trail in sight, they

have the chance to catch up with it for

the first time in two hundred years.

Unfortunately, the Psirens have other

ideas.

Like the sirens of Greek legend, they
use their talents to try and entice the

crew away from their quest. This first

episode probably absorbed more than its

fair share of the year's budget, and it

shows. The Psiren creatures are

beautifully created,

but they are also

intelligently created.

There is no suggestion I

of a tacky alien

monster in the Dr
Who sense. These are

creatures with a

clearly defined

purpose who are

subtle in luring the
crew to their deaths,

and are just that little

bit scary,

Psirens is littered
|

with guest star

performances. Jenny
Agutter is excellent as I

Kryten's creator

Professor Mamet, as is

Anita Dobson who
plays Captain Tau.

Kochanski (C.P.

Grogan) also returns

with a shocking

message for her one-
time lover, Dave
Lister. The look of the

|

episode matches the

best scenes from the

fifth series, with

ifsssimmim



location sequence in London's Marco Polo
building, to the wonderful model shots.

The episode is a mystery, based around
the one person, Legion, who lives in a

.space station. At first he appears to be
the perfect host to the crew from
Starbug, but later they begin to doubt his

motives. The resolution of the mystery is

welt-hidden until the end and it's one
that'll knock your socks off.

For once, there is space in the episode
to explore the ideas and the characters. It

also leaves room for a couple of

wonderfully funny slapstick humour
sequences (and for someone who usually

hates slapstick humour, that's saying
something). It is only the final scene, that

takes place outside Legion's domain,
which didn't seem to fit at the time, and
may let down the episode.

Next comes the sequel to end all

sequels, Emohawk - Polymorph II. In this

episode, the intrepid crew of Starbug
meet more GELFs, the Polymorph returns,

and Duane Dibbley is back teaming up
with a most unlikely partner, Ace Rimmer,
In rehearsal, this episode got more laughs
from the film crew than any other.

The story sees Starbug crash onto a

GELF planet after being pursued by space
police. They are forced to trade with the
GELFs for the bits and pieces they need to
fix Starbug. There, Lister gets more than
he bargained for, and they meet the

Emohawk, a type of Polymorph being
kept as a pet by the GELFs.

The episode splits into three sections:

The encounter with the space police

{strictly, a Space Corps External

Enforcement Vehicle); the scenes in the

GELF village; and the return of Duane and
Ace. Each one is a gem. To see Duane
Dibbley back could be considered raking

over old ground, but Danny John-Jules is

so good in the part - and it is done in such
a plausible way - that I just think, what
the hell! It is also good to see Ace back,

even though he should have had more
scenes to make his mark and he is a little

over-shadowed by
the hilarious man in

an anorak and
transparent plastic

sandals. As long as

these three sections

emerge from the

editing process as a

whole, this episode is

in contention for the

top spot in the Red
Dwarf VI chart.

Also vying for the

title 'best episode in

the series' is Gunmen
of the Apocalypse
(the cowboy
episode), which is

hotly tipped by the

Grant Naylor

production team.
It is the one episode

which is driven by a

single idea that is

there from the
moment the episode

opens and takes the

story through to a

logical conclusion.

Some of the

filming in this

episode is quite

remarkable,

especially for a

television comedy
show. Gunmen
opens with Lister and
a femme fatale

filmed in moody
black and white.

Later, some special

effects sequences on
a lava planet are

some of the best ever

produced for Red
Dwarf, and the
scenes in the cowboy
village are very

realistic and

I' li'.lf
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inhabited entirely by Rimmers seemed
reminiscent of ground covered by Red
Dwarf in the past, and the resolution

became obvious before the end. A shame
really, because the potential was in the

episode and there were some funny gags.

Rimmer World starts peculiarly with

Kryten telling Rimmer that his health is

suffering. This is never thoroughly
convincing, especially as it is left hanging
after those early scenes and isn't

mentioned again. It is about twenty
minutes into the episode before they
arrive on Rimmer World (I am told), which
gives an indication of how 'bitty' it

seemed at the time. However, there

seems to be a general consensus that

when Rimmer World was
edited together, it

surprised everyone in being
funny and quite a good
episode. Some of the bits

and pieces I've seen have

certainly benefited from
the scissors and added
sound and visual effects.

So the final version could
reverse my early

impressions.

The series ends with Out
of Time (which was filmed

under the working title of

Present from the Future).

No other episode could

finish off the series' run
better than Out of Time. It

is not particularly

remembered by the people
who worked on it because
it came in the seventh

week of a hard filming

schedule and there were no
exciting location shoots.

It's a good story

nevertheless and it contains

two shocking revelations that made the

studio audience gasp when they watched

There are roughly two sections to Out
of Time. The first is based around a long-

overdue clash of character between Lister

and Kryten. Some of this is played purely

for laughs in the way only Red Dwarf can,

and there are some great dialogue scenes.

In the second section of the episode, the

crew confront their future selves. The
idea goes deeper than just seeing Cat

with grey hair, as the crew have to face

up to the despicable people they are

destined to become. It also has another

great ending. But do they catch up with

Red Dwarf and find Holly in the

last episode? ... Ah, that would be
telling.

It was a brave decision to take

Red Dwarf off in another
direction by setting it all aboard
Starbug and losing Holly,

especially as the majority of fans

said they wanted exactly the

opposite. But it is a decision

that's worked, and perhaps it was
necessary to keep the show fresh.

For people who were
disappointed by series five, Red
Dwarf VI should hopefully redress

the balance. It is certainly

funnier than the previous series

and it has gone some way to

reducing the clutter that came
from trying to pack too many
ideas into a 28 minute episode.

For those who enjoyed the

adventure element last year, it is

ever-present in the new series.

As is usual with Red Dwarf, it

works on many levels - comedy,
science fiction, special effects,

adventure, and character. Cat's

character particularly comes out
stronger than last year and
Danny John-Jules' fans will be
pleased to hear he gets more
lines.

As each year goes by, Red Dwarf has a

harder time trying to live up to what has

gone before, but I think Red Dwarf VI has

managed it and people are already saying

it could be the best series yet. The quality

of ideas, comedy and the general 'look' of

the series is certainly on par with some of

the best of past shows. However, the

effects of post-production can make a lot

of difference to the way the series comes
out, and if I were to write this preview all

over again after Red Dwarf VI has been
shown on BBC2, it would probably be
totally different. I can't wait. Roll on
October!

JANE KILLICK

Cat and Rimmer are showing their age in the final epsio

0r

e. but are the Boys from the Dwarf realty Out of Time?

m
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NEWS FROm THE

omNi-zoNE
uiitK Adrian Rifeltford

DOCTOR WHO SPECIAL
SCRAPPED
Three yveeks into pre-production,

the 30th Anniversary Doctor Who
film has been shelved indefinitely

by the BBC. It was hoped the 90

minute story would have featured

appearances by all five surviving

Doctors, with the main bulk of the
story revolving around the Fourth

Doctor, Tom Baker.

Doctor Who - The Dark Dimension
was due to have a television

transmission and a simultaneous
video release towards the end of

November, when celebrations for

the series are destined to reach

their peak. The Director assigned

the task of bringing the show back

was Graeme Harper, acclaimed for

his past Who work, The Caves of
Androzani (featuring the Fifth

Doctor) and Revelation of the

Daleks {with Doctor number six).

Additionally, Sophie Aldred was
due to return as the Seventh

Doctor's last companion, Ace, and
Nicholas Courtney would have
appeared as Brigadier Lethbridge-

Stewart - a role he's been playing

since the mid 1960s, when the
character was introduced in The
Web of Fear, a story which
featured the second Doctor, the
late Patrick Troughton.
Although the production certainly

won't appear this year, the
possibility of it being remounted
at some point in the future should
not be ruled out. It is believed

that many people on the
production side of the project will

be happy to return, if and when it

s revived. As countless monsters
have discovered in the past, it's

not that easy to kill off this

particular Time Lord 1

THE CAPTAIN'S FINAL
VOYAGE?
'.'

., g a recent trip to England.

Star Trek; The Next Generation's

Captain, Patrick Stewart, has made
t dear that the Seventh Season of

t^ie series, now well into filming,

a : probably be his last...

Although, he'll be happy to

appear in the planned feature
films, with the first due to start as

toon as the new season wraps.
WftUi the cast and crew
^assembled towards the end of

Jufj. the first episode to be
cifllULd was Descent Part 2,** oes up all the plotlines from
»** dramatic cliffhanger finale of

Tfo Six. The Borg are back and
•eir"re no longer the impassive,—rwionltii cyborgs encountered
« previous stones - they now have
•Motions and a*e all veering

towards homicidal aggression!

The episode sees the return of

Hugh Borg, the young member of

their race seen in Season Five's

episode, I, Borg. In that episode.

Hugh regained a good deal of the

sensibilities that had been erased

to make him a Borg, and the rebel

faction he is now with plays a vital

in the climax to Descent where
Data has to confront his evil twin

brother, Lore, for what he
determines to be the last time.

Rumours abound that the Borg
will return for the final episode of

this season, which will lead directly

into Star Trek VII. and that other

participants throughout the run

will include the ever reliable and
a certain Vulcan from a certain

called Star Trek.

DEEPER AND DEEPER
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine
continues to beam down to the

video shelves, with Volumes 5 and
6 now available, featuring The
Passenger/Move Along Home and
The Negus/The Vortex. Volumes 7

and 8 will be out shortly, with

Battlelines/The Storyteller and
Progress/If Wishes Were Horses.

After this, there will only be
Volume 9 and 10 before Season
One is exhausted.

After a couple of months without
a release, Star Trek: The Next
Generation Volume 10 will hit the
shelves in September, with the

episodes Aquiel and Face of the

Enemy. With the DS9 stockpile

used up. Next Generation releases

will become far more frequent
between now and the end of the

LEAPING BACK WITH MAC?
Although Quantum Leap has been

put to rest for the present, a

revival of the show is not
impossible. A series of two-hour
movies are being made under the
banner of the 'Universal Action

Network', with 24 being made in

total, covering six separate series.

The format will be much like the

Mystery Movie set-up, where films

featuring McCloud, Columbo,
Banacheck and other crimebusters

were shown alternately, on a

weekly basis. Quantum Leap is a
contender for one of the six

Paramount are working on a set of

McGuyver movies for the series,

with Richard Dean Anderson
returning in the title role. One of

the films was recently on location

in England, with Brian Blessed

making a guest appearance as

Professor Atticus (his relationship

with Anderson in the story has the
same sparkle as the Sean
Connery/Harrison Ford

combination in Indiana Jones and
the Last Crusade). The filming

involved several days at

Shepperton on a set whose name, I

promise you, lives up to
expectations... The Lost City of

Atlantis)

MORE REVIVALS
The retrospective trend of reviving

old TV shows continues to grow
with alarming speed in America:
Bill Cosby and Robert Culp are

currently in Venice making an
l-5py reunion movie for TV; David
McCalium and Robert Vaughn are

rumoured to have been sounded
out to see if they're willing to don
tuxedoes again for The Man From
U.N.C.L.E. Returns; and Lost in

Space and Land of the Giants both
look destined for the big

Meanwhile, over here, there's a

rumbling about Thunderbirds - A
New Generation, but everyone in

the Gerry Anderson camp says this

is no more than speculation...

Then again, a few years ago that's

what was said about the possibility

of making a Star Trek movie, let

alone a brand new series with

entirely different characters!

DALEK INVASION...
This month sees the release of the
first two special video releases

from BBC Video, marking the big

three-zero for Doctor Who. The
Dalek box-set comes in a special

presentation tin adorned with -

any guesses? - well, it's got Daleks

on it, basically, and within are two
tapes. The first features a six-part

yarn from the William Hartnell era,

The Chase, with the only

appearance by the creatures who
were meant to be the arch rivals of

the Daleks. the Mechonoids.

Tape two contains Remembrance
of the Daleks, bringing us bang up
to date with a Sylvester McCoy
story, where the Special Weapons
Dalek has to be seen to be
believed. The whole package is

rounded off with a booklet,

detailing the complete history of

the metallic fiends. Dalek-haters,

as you can see, are onto a loser

where this release is concerned,

but for the Dalek fans out there,

we have five Dalek box-sets to give

away. All you have to do to win
one is name the writer who
created the Daleks. Simple

enough? Then put your answer on
the back of a postcard, with your
name and address, and send it to

the usual Smegazine address with

'Dalek Giveaway' clearly written
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